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April 2015

Introduction

The main topics in this newsletter are developments in YASWA

- One new module is implemented and released 23rd of March 2015.
  - Nordic Liver Transplant Registry (NLTR)
- One module is still available for test and we strongly recommend that you test this very essential part of the system.
  - All recipients – patient and waiting list administration

All previous newsletters can be found on the Scandiatransplant web page

http://www.scandiatransplant.org/news/newsletters

Purpose

By this information letter, we wish to communicate to you about status and progress related to the database, collaboration with groups related to Scandiatransplant and on-going working projects.

We hope that you will read it and share the information with whom it might concern.

Do not hesitate to contact us at help@scandiatransplant.org for further information, ideas, problems and help.
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Denmark

www.scandiatransplant.org
Nordic Liver Transplant Registry (NLTR)

The new NLTR registration forms have passed the internal and external testing procedures and were implemented and accessible in production 23rd of March 2015.

https://sc37.scandiatransplant.org

Access through the old user interface is kept open, however we strongly recommend to start using the new user interface, as the ‘old’ access will at some time point be closed down.

If you do not see the Nordic Liver Registry menu in the new user interface it might be that you do not have access to this part of the system. If you need access please contact us.

All recipients – patient and waiting list administration

One of the most essential parts of Scandiatransplant is still available for test. The module covers, registration of patient information, waiting list administration (entry/active/on hold/withdrawal) and STAMP/LAMP

Test point: https://sc37.scandiatransplant.org/sctpTest/

A manual is available:

The manual does not describe the usage of STAMP/LAMP this will be presented in a separate manual, coming soon.

We encourage all of you to access the test-point to try out the new patient and waiting list administration module.

Please do not hesitate to send us any feedback you might have and contact us if you have problems with login/navigating.